On Top of Mount Sinai

Tune: “On Top of Old Smokey”

On top of Mount Sinai,  
God wrote down His law.  
On two big stone tablets,  
He wrote them for all.

Ten rules He had written  
for His people that day.  
Those rules can still help us  
if we just obey.
God’s Top Ten

God Gives Ten Rules
Exodus 19–20, 24, 32

Supplies
- “On Top of Mount Sinai” Bible song (p. 39)

Directions
Teach the children the Bible song “On Top of Mount Sinai.” As you sing the song, hold up one finger each time you see an (x) appear in the song (see below for this indication). Continue until all ten fingers are held up at the end of the song. This is a reminder for children about the Ten Commandments given by God.

On Top of Mount Sinai
Tune: “On Top of Old Smokey”

On top of Mount Sinai (x),
God wrote down His law (x).
On two (x x) big stone tablets,
He wrote them for all (x).

Ten rules He had written (x)
for His people that day (x).
Those rules (x) can still help (x) us
if we just obey (x).